Changes in brain temperature and free amino acids in normal and protein deprived suckling rats exposed to room temperature.
Previous reports on early-induced protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) in rats have indicated alterations in the concentration of free amino acids and of protein synthesis in the brain. Recently it was shown that early-induced protein deprivation (PD) retards the development of thermoregulation. This resulted in a failure to maintain a normal rectal temperature after short exposure to room temperature (+22 degrees C) still at the age of 20-25 days corresponding to changes seen in normal rats at an age of 10-15 days. In the present study, 20-day old PD and normal rats where examined with regard to the effect of exposure to room temperature on brain temperature and on brain free amino acids. The results show a similar reduction in brain and rectal temperature of the PD rats occurring within 30 minutes after exposure to room temperature. The reduction was in the range of 5 degrees C. PD rats kept in room temperature for 5 hours and then allowed to recover at 32.5 degrees C showed a slow increase in brain and rectal temperature but normal temperatures were not reached even after 1 hour. The concentration of free amino acids in the brain was examined in rats kept for 1 hour at room temperature or at 32.5 degrees C. In the PD rats kept at 32.5 degrees C, free aspartate and glutamate were reduced whereas taurine, GABA and glycine were increased as compared to their corresponding control rats. As a result of the reduced brain temperature in PD rats exposed to room temperature there was a reduction in free asparagine.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)